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Marvel and DC are preparing for a major showdown. It's not yet 2020, but some moviegoers are already ahead of the epic year of 2021. After all, that year will bring the first of James Cameron's long-awaited Avatar sequels. Harrison Ford will once again donate fedoras for Indiana Jones 5. You'll also get new chapters in
Jurassic World, Mission: Impossible, Fast and Furious series. Nevertheless, the real story is shaping up to be a constant reign of comic book movies. Of course, both Marvel and DC tend to have new releases every year. 2020 sees Black Widow, Eternity, Birds of Prey and Wonder Woman 1984. However, the two
companies are breaking new positions in 2021, with more films released than those released in a year. 'Avengers: Endgame' Outline | David Paul Morris/Bloomberg Getty Images At San Diego Comic Con over Marvel Studios' 2021 plans, Marvel Studios head Kevin Page announced the company's Phase 4 plans. But in
addition to disney+ shows that intersect with movies, Marvel is stepping up feature productions. Starting in 2021, fans will screen four new films in the Marvel Cinematic Universe each year. In 2017, the MCU made three films a year, which seemed ambitious. But 2021 takes it to a whole new level. In February, The
Legend of The Lettuce and 10 Rings will hit theaters to replicate the success of Black Panther's launch strategy. Soon after, Doctor Strange opens in May in a number of madnesses. Billed as the first MCU horror movie, it could be a bigger hit than audiences expect, as Marvel sequels tend to outperform the original.
Similarly, Thor: Love and Thunder set a new footing with the MCU's first fourth solo entry. Finally, it's the untitled Spider-Man 3, given its predecessor's multibillion-dollar box office. On July 16, 2021, Tom Holland will return to theaters after a turmoil that could pull him out of the MCU. Spider-Man: After interrupting away
from home, we may be in a very different kind of Spider-Man movie. Dc Films, which launches to Warner Bros. in 2021, has had far more trouble getting the superhero sandbox on a more solid foundation. Now it looks like the DC extended universe is in a much better place with hits like Wonder Woman, Aquaman and
Wow! over the last few years. The studio wasn't able to completely comb justice league, but it's working hard to do that. What's your strategy so far? Focus on what works and reboot the rest. To that end, WB will release three DCEU films in 2021. The first is the June release of Batman, starring Robert Pattinson as the
young Dark Knight. These things seem to be standalone, perhaps best for DCEU right now. In August, MCU filmmaker James Gunn will deliver the Doctor Who sequel/soft reboot Suicide Squad. Margot Robbie and a few others have returned, but the film More of a new beginning for the villain team. Then, after years of
online chatter, Dwayne Johnson is finally set to play Wow! Villain and anti-hero Black Adam in December. If you look at the performance of previous films, Batman and Suicide Squad could all be billions of dollars in views. The biggest gamble of the three is probably Black Adam, because the character has never
appeared on the big screen before. But a broad appeal for Johnson would likely help counter. Which superhero studio will win this year? Without a doubt, 2021 will be the year of red letters for both Marvel and DC. Each company is looking for a smart balance between taking advantage of what viewers want and trying
their own hands for something new. It's not impossible for all seven of the above-mentioned films to be the biggest hits of the year. Comic book movies have been in the news a lot recently, with many questioning their status as movies. But one thing is for sure. They won't be going anywhere during the day. Superhero
fatigue has been talked about for years. Will 2021 be another step in oversaturated markets or cementing the dominance of the comic books that dominate the industry? We'll be looking to find out for sure. 4 April 2010 Marvel Comics for iPad [Free - iTunes Link] iPhone [Free - iTunes Link] finally offers one of the big two
old media giants in the mobile age - though kicking screams. And... This is the future of comic books. They look gorgeous on that big 1024x768 screen. There are much more features shown in the video below, but it is the one that correctly experiences the core experience and is the most important thing. There are other
comic book stores and readers for the iPad, and we'll be watching them, but Marvel even deserves huge accolades for entering this space -- unlike DC, which continues to sit on the sidelines, treating the digital revolution as chaotic as their crossover event. (What?) Now it's a comic book geek on the road, way back.
Among my first comics was the now classic Dark Phoenix saga from X-Men. I love Marvel and I want to love this app. I do that in many ways, but I get angry as if I'm happy. So if you just want to know about the app itself, stop reading and go get it. It's free. If you want to hear my rant because I'm worried, read on after
the break! Best of all, you can use the app to finally legally read digital versions of some of Marvel's vast title libraries. But given the size of that library, it's quite a small amount. It will build over time, no doubt, but I suspect sneaking their faustian contracts will keep comic book retail stores disturbed for a long time.
Evidence exists in the print purchase version of the app and in the Find Local Retailer option. Can Time magazine's app take you to the nearest newsstand of your printed material? I don't want to save 1000s of comics in plastic bags anymore, thank you very much, while the options are good, simple orders from Amazon
are better. I am Retailers, as well as floppy disk manufacturers, are changing their surroundings in the same way. Marvel doesn't step on eggshells or overcome fears about the future, it's into the mobile era of comics. (Ironic for an industry that has made a fortune that gives us an amazing outlook on the future...) And
how does this manifest for casual users? You can buy all 24 of Joss Hughden and John Casadei's brilliant amazing X-Men series for just about $1.99 each in Marvel comics for the iPad app. (Imagine getting a matrix on iTunes without the last 10 minutes!) And 2) Each printed issue can be purchased separately, but now
you have the option to purchase the collection, 4 soft covers of 6 issues, 2 hardc covers of 12 and 13 problems, all 25 (1) omnibus in question. The discounted bundies will be smart, but the collection (with bonus material!) It would be wonderful to be able to buy . (iTunes doesn't sell TVs like this, but TVs are in longer
form and there is no precedent for collected volumes). Another pet peeping thing I do rant about is the Marvel.com to download or buy this issue. I understand that Marvel.com plan is to keep content in the cloud, but in-app purchases via iTunes would have been much better. I don't want another account, thank you very
much, let alone an account per publisher. Imagine you need a separate Warner and Disney account for a movie. That kind of thing should be integrated, not expanded. A YouTube link [Gallery Link=File Column=2] posted on November 23, 2020 is downstairs laughing and playing loud music. Again. How do they not get
old at the party? And why do they choose such heavy downbeats and songs where the glass in your cupboard vibrates every two seconds? What can you do to get the peace you deserve? What do you do? The human mind tends to move in circles whenever it faces a problem without a clear solution. It becomes easy to
forget the big picture, get lost in anger and self-pity, and waste our precious time, energy and passion. Wouldn't it be great if we always remembered putting things into perspective? From small annoyances to life-changing emergencies, wouldn't it be more efficient to face all sorts of problems with calming, sharp focus,
and a fearless determination to immediately take the most efficient action possible? Alas, humans are not like that. Too often we quickly regret that anxiety or greed do the best of us, making unhurried or short-sighted decisions. At other times, you cannot re-hash the same argument for weeks or months to accept the
compromises required to proceed with the available options. Buddhists talk about getting lost in their small selves. In this state of mind, we literally Focus on the picture and the smaller one. We too personally start taking our daily problems and, paradoxically, become less able to solve them in an efficient manner. And
this is the opposite of big-picture thinking. We'll share with you stories about big picture accidents... In 1812, Napoleon Bonaparte's French troops invaded Russia. After the decisive battle of Borodino, the capture of Moscow and therefore Napoleon's victory in the war seemed inevitable. Unexpectedly, Russian
Commander Mikhail Kutsuzov made a highly controversial decision to retreat and allow France to take over Moscow. Most of the population was evacuated taking supplies with them. The city itself was set on fire, and a large part of it burned to the ground. After waiting in vain for Russia to surrender, Napoleon had to step
down in the midst of a bitterly cold winter. He won the battle, but he lost the war. The campaign ended in disaster and near-destruction of the French army. What can we learn from this historical lesson?1. It focuses on the results, focusing on an important part of the Moscow occupation. No one could accuse him of not
thinking small. However, he overlooked that russian forces could still fight after abandoning Russia's most important city. So wasn't Moscow an important target after all? Success expert Brian Tracy has a litmus test: things are important to the extent that they have important results. It doesn't matter to the extent that there
are no significant consequences. When faced with a choice, ask yourself, what are the consequences of each option? Want to spend an hours studying or watching a new series on Netflix? What are the results of each option? Netflix can sometimes be a better choice, but it helps to put things into perspective. Want to
keep your apartment on your own or pay for cleaning services? Will it be the result of each option? Want to meet coffee with your friends or catch up on work instead? What are the results of each option? The choices may be different for others. Aspiring filmmakers may have a legitimate reason to choose Netflix.
Personally, cleaning your own apartment can be a holiday and nourishment even if the economy of hiring a cleaner looks attractive because you earn high hourly rates. This is where you need a basic idea of who you are. It succeeded in overturning a defeat to Victorikutubov and re-casting Russia's defeat in a broader
context, turning it into a historic victory: losing Moscow does not mean losing the war. Despite the symbolic meaning attached to the Kremlin, churches and precious treasures stored in the city for centuries, the outcome of the campaign was ultimately determined by the forces of the rest of the armed forces. If this results-
oriented perspective can be adopted, most of the personal defeats can be reversed with victory. Well. Some events in human life are absolutely good or absolutely bad, and it usually takes years to recognize that in retrospect, certain encounters played some role in your story. So there is every reason to find a good line
in what is happening to us. This is a very practical attitude, far from unfounded positive thinking. After all, if something unfortunate has happened to youYing if you find a good side in this situation, you will be in a better position to take advantage of that good side. Assume that your noisy neighbors are impacting your
productivity. What if it's a blessing in disguise? How can you turn this defeat into a victory? Perhaps you can learn how to be so serious and have more fun about life. Go out for a walk without being with a neighbor or working. Perhaps you wanted to be productive while you were on social media instead. Now that the put-
on has stopped, stop and acknowledge a much bigger hurdle to productivity. It may be too sensitive to interference. If you want to ignore the noise and practice doing your best anyway, take this opportunity. Perhaps you have a feeling of victim mentality and unfairness draining you more than any real nuisance your
neighbor might have caused. Accept this lapse in productivity by accepting bad weather. Get used to finding opportunities in trouble. This is a typical big picture accident.3. Napoleon and Kutuzov ask both trusted advisers to discuss their affairs. In general, getting different perspectives or different perspectives can inform
understanding and lead to better decision-making. Make sure that the people providing the advice are competent in certain areas where they need experience. Paying for advice can also be a smart investment. Lawyers, tax accountants, and doctors spend years learning how to help people like themselves through a
more successful and fulfilling life. A quick legal consultation can save you a fortune down the line or even keep you in big trouble. A medical examination can help you spot potential problems and stay healthy and active for years to come. Even large and complex dilemmas in your professional or romantic relationship can
be handled more effectively with the help of a coach or therapist or, of course, a wise friend.4. Bias adviceA timid incomplete decision arises in response to an incomplete piece of advice that you choose to act on. This advice often comes from biased parties. For example, we often recommend buying what we homely
need: use a special lotion to protect the skin from harmful UV rays. Take a multivitamin and inhabit it for your health. Connect with your friends by sending them elaborate gifts. Brighten up your weekend with delicious pastries. Increase productivity with faster computers. However, most purchases are unnecessary. Some,
such as sunscreen Legitimate benefits when used properly. Others, such as multivitamins, only make a difference to a small number of people. Advertisers who offer these benefits inevitably want to narrow their focus to exaggerate the importance of their products. They are often presented as the only solution to your
problem, whether real or virtual. After all, the skin can be protected from the sun by wearing proper clothing. Eating a balanced diet and exercising regularly can help your health be better enhanced. Spending time or having phone calls with friends is the most important way to connect with them and is virtually free.
Weekends can be brightened by doing what you love. Focusing on the tasks that produce the most important results can improve productivity. Faster computers can reduce productivity by making multitasking easier and enabling your favorite distractions. There are other sources of incomplete advice. Politicians also
frequently want us to focus on certain big picture to rule out alternatives. Even loving parents can be equally guilty. They can advise their children to choose a safe and respected career career based on the big picture of making a living from their lives. However, the child may disagree based on another big picture that his
life should have meaning and achievement. ConclusionIt is human nature to make rushed and emotional decisions based on incomplete information and then regret those decisions later. You can protect yourself from misjudgation by trying to achieve the big picture when careful consideration is required. Focus on the
outcome of your decision before considering what you think about it. Play with the cards you've dealt, but find opportunities in each situation and you'll find them. Ask a knowledgeable mentor for advice, but beware of biased people who have opinions but aren't necessarily the most interested in your mind. But true big-
picture thinking comes from a difficult experience. Legendary military commanders Napoleon Bonaparte and Mikhail Kutuzov were both wounded on the battlefield. Clear thinking comes from putting the big picture to the test of reality. More tips for thinking clearly featured Photo Credit: Unsplash.com unsplash.com by
Haneen Krimly
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